Thank You for Being a Friend
(Cynthia Fee)

As we enter this holiday season, I feel it’s necessary to remember how thankful we should be for each other. Since I have joined the CTE family, I have felt like part of the family. Through our disagreements, fun and struggles we have still been family. This means more than many may realize. Knowing that you are in a safe and friendly environment makes work, even hard work, more enjoyable. Struggles and celebrations are equally shared. During this time of year, let’s remember to say, “Thank you” to someone who has helped us along the way.

Make someone smile today. Thank them for being a friend!

I Want To Thank You
(Otis Redding)

We may temporarily lose that “friend” status over the next couple of months as we start the broken record chant: ALL ELIGIBLE STUDENTS MUST BE ENTERED IN TEDS AS PREPARATORY BY JANUARY 15 IN ORDER TO TEST FOR KOSSA OR TRACK. The refrain to this broken record song is, “Don’t wait until the last minute to check your students’ status”. The longer you wait, the more excited Murphy gets (you know: the one they named the law after). Don’t let Murphy ruin your new year. Since it will help to keep my ears from burning on January 16; to those who do not wait until the last minute, then ask us to fight Murphy: I want to thank you.

That Was Fun
(Barenaked Ladies)

We have activated a new script that will help us with ensuring your federal indicators are properly identified according to our guidance. Beginning this year, when you import your data into TEDS from IC, a script will run to ensure that new enrollments have one and only one federal indicator and, if necessary, the indicator is on a preparatory pathway.

HOWEVER, the script does not go back and fix existing errors. So… if you did not run your duplicate federal indicator report last year, you should do so now to ensure your data is clean and accurate. If you run the duplicate federal indicator report NOW and get a blank report, you will happily say, “Thanks, that was fun”. If you wait, those words will be the furthest thing from your mind. Remember: In the end, clean data = less work for you.
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Nagging 101...
It is STILL a Federal (Indicator) Case...
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Just Smile...
Have We Got a Deal for You...
Reclaiming Time for Your Plans...
You Are Appreciated...
Time is a Factor...
We are entering the season for travel and vacations. To ensure that you always have up to date information and guidance for TEDS, we have created a wonderful little spot on the website with Step-by-Step instructions for all your basic TEDS needs. This way, when you send email to the TEDS staff and get that out of office message, you will be thankful as you remember there is a place to go for help while we are gone. Additionally, we send these monthly newsletters and other necessary updates. Make sure you are receiving these by talking to your district WAAPOC to ensure your name is included in the person role manager. You can be identified as a Primary Point of Contact for CTE, TEDS Coordinator or CTE Coordinator. These are NOT about your official titles. This simply ensures you are receiving important information from CTE. As always, remember:

**Read everything before you do anything...**

We can now guarantee that you will never have your Infinite Campus import undo the work you have done in TEDS. Yes, GUARANTEED. If you follow this handy dandy cheat sheet and do as it says, you can run imports from Infinite Campus everyday and NEVER hurt the data you have updated directly in TEDS. You see, this cheat sheet can provide the confidence to run unlimited imports as needed to update your enrollment information and not worry about the other work you have done in TEDS as long as you follow this cheat sheet.

It is important to understand that sometimes it is fun to be redundant, reiterative and repetitious. It can make it easy to think, “Thank you. I won’t complain” as you smile knowingly at someone else as they complain about all the work they just lost because of an import. Then you can remind them about the “cheat sheet” on the TEDS Step-by-Step website (http://education.ky.gov/CTE/teds/Pages/TEDSStepbyStep.aspx).
Thank You (Falettinme Be Mice Elf Agin)
(Sly & The Family Stone)

You thought everything was ready to go. All your TEDS data was in IC and you ran your import successfully. You verified your data was correct in TEDS and you updated your federal indicators. You made it. Clean data. Then another student enrolled… “Now I have to search for records”.

No worries, you can say, “Thanks a lot” to your colleagues for suggesting we create a better way to search students’ TEDS history.

The **Student Assessment Summary Report** will provide you with:
- Summative information on all students enrolled in one of your pathways for all **previous years**.
- Any assessment data your students have in TEDS that they earned **at any other school in Kentucky**!!

**Recommended Reports for Data Validation** has been updated to provide the steps to run this report. See it here: [http://education.ky.gov/CTE/teds/Pages/TEDSStepbyStep.aspx](http://education.ky.gov/CTE/teds/Pages/TEDSStepbyStep.aspx)

---

**Thank You (Falettinme Be Mice Elf Agin)**
(Sly & The Family Stone)

I hope these newsletters are helpful. We have always provided important updates and reminders to ensure no one would be left in the dark. It is a fun challenge to find ways to be creative with the newsletter and make the necessary interesting. My varied background and extensive music collection help to fuel these ideas. I have heard that they are, “Fun to read…” “Too verbose…” and “Amazing…” I have even been challenged to include certain artists in my titles. I’m working on some of those. I would just like to take this time to say how much I enjoy my work and thank you for letting me be myself, again (yes, for those who don’t recognize the title as written). Have a wonderful Thanksgiving. Enjoy your time with family and friends.

---

**Thanks A Lot**
*(Third Eye Blind)*

Let’s come back prepared for what’s next. It might not be today, but one day your students will say thank you!

---
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